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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group, a nontrivial subgroup M of G is a CC subgroup 
if M contains the centralizer of each of its nonidentity elements. The purpose 
of this paper is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a Jinite group and let M be a Sylow 3 subgroup of G. 
Assume the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) M is a CC subgroup of G 
(2) [No(M) : M] is an odd number greater than 1. Then z. M is not 
abelian, No(M) = G. 
Theorem 1 and the work of Herzog [6] immediately imply Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a Jinite group and let M be a CC subgroup of G. 
Assume the following conditions are satis$ed: 
(1) N,(M) f  M 
(2) [No(M) : Ml is odd, I N&f)1 f KM - 1 )M I 
(3) 3 II M I 
(4) M is non cyclic. 
Then either G is a Frobenius group and M is the Frobenius kernel OY G is 
isomorphic to a simple group PSL(2, 39, n. >, 2. 
The following Proposition plays a crucial part in the proof of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 0.1 [7]. Let G be a finite group whose Sylow 3 subgroup is 
CC subgroup. If x, y  E G and x3 = y3 = (xY)~ = 1, then either x is conjugate 
toy in G or (x, y) is a 3 group. 
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I f  M is a CCp subgroup of G, and N,(M) # M, Corollary 2.6 of [6] 
implies M is a TI set in G. Let S be the set of irreducible characters of N&M) 
vanishing off M (Section 25 of [2]). It is straight forward to check that all 
the results of Sections 3 and 4 of [6] hold if Hypothesis A of [6] is replaced 
by the following statement: “The finite group G contains a CC subgroup M 
of order m and 3/m. Furthermore, if 1 N,(M)1 = 4 1 M 1, then 4 # 1, 
m - 1, M is not normal in G and S is coherent.” Since Sections 3 and 4 of 
[6] imply that M is abelian, we assume in this paper that S is not coherent. 
Section 1 of this paper contains information about M and certain coherent 
subsets of S. Section 2 contains a proof of Theorem 1. 
DeJnitions and Notations 
For any subset T of the finite group G, C,(T), Z(T), N,(T) and 1 T 1 
denote, respectively, the centralizer of T in G, the center of T, the normalizer 
of T in G and the order of T. 
We introduce the following notation. M is a nonabelian CC Sylow p 
subgroup of the finite group G, [ OL is the greatest integer less than or equal ] 
to the real number LY, &n,(H) is the subgroup of H generated by 
(x j x E H, XY = I} where H is a p group, and ZT,(H) is the subgroup of H 
generated by {,a+’ j x E H}. ri(M) = ri is the subgroup of M generated by 
umx >*..> mi] / mj E M, j = l,..., i}. We assume M is of class r, r > 2. O(M) 
is the Frattini subgroup of M. 
Let N,(M) = N, then N is a Frobenius group, N = QM where 4 = [ Q I. 
We assume Q is an odd integer > 1 and p” - 1 = 2sq where [M : F,l = p”. 
I f  u EN, cl,(~) and CIN(u) denote the conjugacy class of u in G and N, 
respectively, while Cl,*(u) and Cl,*(u) denote the sum of the elements in 
Cl,(u) and Cl,(u). I f  u, ~1, ZEN, the coefficient of Clc*(z) in 
cl,*(~) Cl,*(v) is denoted by c,,, while the coefficient of Cl,*(z) in 
Cl,*(u) Cl,*(v) is denoted by s,,, . 
Section 2 of [6] and Section 25 of [2] allow us to introduce the following 
notation. 
Tl = {[,,i I t,,i is an irreducible character of N/r, which vanishes outside 
M/I’, , i = I,..., 4 and Tk = &,i I EM is an irreducible character of 
Wzs+x which vanishes outside M/r,+, , i = l,..., sk ; -&i Ti}, for 
k = 2,..., r. I,., is a character of least degree in Ti and &,, = Ii., for 
i = I,..., Y. 
Let [k,i-k = l,..., r, i = I,..., sk be a set of irreducible characters of M 
inducing [k,i (Section 25 of [2]). Let I& d enote [,,i induced to G and let rli 
i = l,..., ql be the irreducible characters of N/M. 
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I. IMPLICATIONS OF NONCOHERENCE 
HYPOTHESIS 1.1. (1) Let p be an odd prime and let M be a TI Sylow p 
subgroup of the finite group G. Assume N = N,(M) is a Frobenius group of 
odd order with M the Frobenius kernel, N = QM, M n Q = 1, j Q / = 
q > 1 and j M : r,(M)1 = p”. 
(2) Let S be the set of all irreducible characters of N which are induced 
by the nonprincipal irreducible characters of M. Assume S is not coherent. 
(3) Let 1 = pfl < pfz < ... < pfw be all the integers which are 
degrees of irreducible nonprincipal characters of M. Let Si be the set of 
nonprincipal irreducible characters of N of degree pfiq, for i = 1 ... w. 
Assume Hypothesis 1.1 holds and let ai be the number of nonprincipal 
irreducible characters of degree pfi, then 1 Si 1 = q/q. Since j N 1 is odd, 
no nonprincipal irreducible character of G is real. Thus, a, = O(mod 2q) 
for i = I ... w. 
The theorems of Suzuki [ 1 1] imply that there are q/p irreducible characters 
X,,Ji = I,..., q/q) for each 2 = l,..., w and the decomposition of [,“.$ into 
its irreducible components can be written as follows: 
where the j runs from 1 to q/q, (I = l,..., w), where q = +l, a,,, and 
a,,, + E~ are nonnegative integers and A* is a linear combination of irreducible 
characters of G which are distinct from X,,i( j = I,..., q/q), with nonnegative 
integral coefficients. 
A proof very similar to Lemma G of [8] implies that X,,j are all nonreal 
and distinct for 1 = l,..., w, j = l,..., al/q. The X,,j are called the exceptional 
characters of G. 
Recalling the sets Ti , i = 1, 2 ,..., r, we see there is a set Yi of si exceptional 
characters of G associated with Ti defined as follows: If  {,,j E Ti , then 
x,,j E Yi . 
Let j, = 1 and define js inductively to be the largest integer such that 
lJ$t-, S, is coherent. Suppose I = j, < j, <,..., < jt+r = w + 1. For 
1 < s < t, define D,q = u:L::-‘Sr and let m, = fi, . Define 
j,+1-1 
c, = c uzp-m+ 
z=j, 
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Lemma 3.15 of [3] implies 
1 + i cipZmJ = O(mod pzms+$ 1 < s < t. 
j=l 
If U < ibf, U ON, let s(U) be th e subset of S consisting of those characters 
in S that have the same degree as a character in S which has u in its kernel. 
Let sf,(U) be the set of characters of S(U) which have degree >p%~. 
Let M = Mr 3 Ma I,..., 3 M, 1 1 be a series of normal subgroups of M. 
It is called a principal Q series if every n/r, is Q invariant and there is no Q 
invariant normal subgroup of M between Mi and n/r,+, which is distinct from 
Mi and Mi+l , We note that MJMi+, is elementary abelian. 
LEMMA 1.1. Assume Hypothesis 1.1 holds. Let M = Ml 3 Mz 3 ,..., 3 
M, 3 1 be aprincipalQ series of M. Then M, = r,(M) and [Mi : M,.,,] = plifi 
where li > 1, i = I ,..., k. 
Proof. If M, # I’, , Mz 3 I’, . Thus, [M, : r,] = l(mod 2q) and 
[Ml : M,] = l(mod 2q). Therefore, [M : ra] > 4q2 + 4q + 1 which implies 
S is coherent by Theorem 31.5 of [2]. Thus M, = I’, . 
(MJMi+J(QM,+,/M,+,) is a Frobenius group. Therefore, 2q 1 pj - 1 
where pj = 1 Mi : Mi+l I. If j # Zin, 2q 1 pz - 1 where I < n/2. But this 
implies 
4q2 < (p+ - 1)2 < pn - 1 = [M : r,] - 1. 
Thus, S would be coherent by Theorem 31.5 of [2], a contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.2. Assume Hypothesis 1.1 is in @ct. Let L = S, u S,,, u,..., 
u &,z where m > 0 and assume the following conditions hold. 
(i) L is coherent. 
(ii) There exist subsets SA+# of S,+i for i = 0, I,..., 1 such that 2 /I Sg+i 1 
and L’ = U:=,, S& is not empty. 
(iii) 1 + CZEA [a(l) = pk where A = {[ 1 5 is a nonprincipal irreducible 
character of M, 
Then if fi+L+l <fm+Z+z -G-, <fm+z+r < k/Z L U CUZ$+l Si) is 
coherent. 
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on L v ujzl Sm+,+j . Let I,,, 
denote a character in Si for j = l,..., w. Since N is a Frobenius group 
with kernel M, for every 5 E S1’, there are q distinct irreducible nonprincipal 
characters of M inducing [. Therefore there are q / Sk+d j irreducible 
nonprincipal characters of M which have degree pfm+i and which do not lie 
in ,4. 
Lemma 3.15 of [3] implies that 
1 + c 5”(l) + i pZfm+cq I %+i I 
GE.4 i=O 
where j is a positive integer. Since 
ioPzfm+‘9 I s,+i I a i Pzf~+iq I Sk+< I, i pZfm+iq 
i=O 60 
S,,i / > jp2fnz+1+1 -pk. 
Since q I( jp2fm+l+l - p”) and 2fVin+l+I < k, q 1 j - ~~-~fm+z+l. As p # 2, 
P 2f*=+l+l 3 2pfm+E+l+fm and jp~ftn+a+l _ pk > 2pfni+r+l+fmp. 
Thus, 
go p”fm+i-2fm 1 s,,< / > 2pfm+t+1-fm 
and Theorem 10.1 of [3] implies L u S,,,,, is coherent. 
An induction assumption for L u & S,+,,j and an argument similiar 
to the one above yields the lemma. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Assume Hypothesis 1.1 holds. Suppose S is the union 
of t sets Di where t >, k > 2, then the following assertions are true. 
(1) 1 M : T,(M)1 = pnfk-l) 
(2) For i= I,..., k- l,fj. t is the Jirst nonnegative integer 
x.&q+, 
such that M has an irreducible character of degree px. Moreover 
(3) Let B< = ([ 6 s 1 pti-2)*/2 q < [(I) ,< pfi-l)nj2 q), for i = I,..., k. 
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Then Bi = Di = Ti are the first k - 1 sets of coherent characters for 
i=l ,..., k - 1. Moreover, 
&-1 k-1 
1 + c aip2fi zz p(k-l)n = 1 + 2 cjp2T 
i=l j=l 
for j = I,... k - I. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on k. Say k = 2. Proposition 1.1 
implies [M : r,(M)] > p 2n. Since M is a p-group, if 5 is an irreducible 
character of M/I’, , t(l)” < [M/r, : 2(M/r3)] = [M : r,]. Therefore, 
f2 < n/2. Section 23 of [2] implies every Si is coherent since ai/q > 2. 
Suppose S, u S, is coherent and f2 <,..., <f,., < n/2, fr, + 1 > n/2. 
Let L’ = S, and A = (5 1 5 is a linear nonprincipal character of M} then 
1 + CZEA t2(1) = p”. Lemma 1.2 implies UIL, Si is coherent. Therefore 
S(r,(M)) is coherent. But / M : r,(M)] > 1 + 4q2; hence, Theorem 11.1 
of [3] implies that S is coherent. Therefore S, u S, is not coherent so 
B, = D, = Tl . For k = 2, the rest of the proposition is obvious. 
By induction, assume the proposition is true for t > k - 1 and say t > k. 
I f  5 is an irreducible character of M/I’, , {(I) < Prick-2)/2; however, 
1 M : F,(M)1 3 P’+l) and there is an irreducible character 5 of M/I’, 
where 
dk-3) dk-2) 
2 P < 5(l) < p-r 
Therefore B,-, is not empty. Suppose 
fi,-, <f3&,+l< *** <f7 < n(k ; 2, andf,+, > 
n(k - 2) 
2 . 
Let L = L’ = Sj,-, and A be the set of irreducible nonprincipal characters 
of M of degree less than or equal to p n(k-3)/2. Then 1 + ClsA 52(j) = pn(k-2) 
and Lemma 1.2 implies B,-, is coherent. 
Let j’ = fj,-, , then S,(r,) u B,-, is coherent. Let H < r, where 1 H 1 is 
minimal with respect to the properties HAN and S,*(H) U Bk_, is coherent. 
We claim 1 M : H 1 = pntk-l) and hence H = rk. Assume 1 M : H I > 
pn(k-1). Since t > k, there exists H’ C H such that H/H’ is a principal Q 
factor. We will show S,(H’) U B,-, = s’ is coherent. 
Let Vi = S,,(H) u B,-, = A u C where 
A = {I,,, I Ii,, E Vr and tl,, is an irreducible 
character of N/H for s = l,..., rzr) 
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c = {[,,, ’ s = 111 + I,..., na} = V, - A. Let [, E A u C be an irreducible 
character of degreepj’q = &. Let Va ,..., VW, be subsets of S,(W) - S,(H) 
consisting of characters of a given degree I,,,@, i = 2,..., w1 . Let / Vi / 
denote the number of elements in Vi . 
Theorem 10.1 of [3] implies that S’ will be coherent if for every integer 
m, 2 < m < wl, 
Since N/H is a Frobenius group, the orthogonality relations imply 
where a = 1 + xk;l-’ uipzri. 
I f  5 is an irreducible character of M/H’, [2(1) < [M : H]. Hence, 
li,, d < [M : H]1/2 for i = 2 ,..., wr . 
I f  (*) does not hold for some m, 2 < m < w1 then 
& z &(l) < 2 ’ M :d” ‘1’2 
Sl 
Equation (a) then implies 
IM:HI-~<~~MIM:H/~/~ 
d2q ’ 2 . 
Squaring both sides of this inequality and dividing by / M : H 1 implies 
(b) 1 M : H 1 < 201 + 4d2q2. 
By induction OL = p(li-2)n and d < p n(k-2)/2. Since p is an odd prime, 
inequality (b) implies 
as p is an odd prime. Thus S’ is coherent which contradicts the minimality 
of H > 1. Thus 1 M : H 1 = prick-l) and H = rk . 
Since t 3 k, rk > 1 and every irreducible character of M/I’,,, has 
degree < pn(k-2)/2. If  every irreducible character of M/I’,+, had degree < 
pn(k-2112, S,,-,(r,+,) v  B,-, would be coherent; thus B, is nonempty. 
If  B,-, # Tkel , Lemma 1.2 and 1 M : I’, 1 = plzck-l) imply that B, U B,-, 
is coherent. 
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This is impossible since 
Thus B,-, = T,,, and 1 $ ~~=, aipfi = pckP1’nj2. 
If  Kc-, v  &,I were coherent, Lemma 2.2 would again imply the contra- 
diction B,-, u B, is coherent. Therefore, L&.-r = B,-i = Tk-1 and the 
proposition is true by induction. 
2. A PROOF OF THEOREM I 
In this section we assume G is a finite group and iI4 is a Sylow 3 subgroup 
of G where M is a nonabelian CC subgroup and [N,(M) : M] is an odd 
number greater than 1. Theorem 1 will be proved if N,(M) = G so we 
assume N,(M) < G and obtain a contradiction. 
We use the notation of previous sections and recall that we may assume S 
is noncoherent. Since N < G, 1 G 1 = (m 1 M 1 + 1) Q 1 M 1 where m > 1. 
So M and G satisfy Hypothesis 1.1. 
If K, < r is the smallest integer such that Tk, u Tkl+, is coherent, 
Proposition 1.2 implies that Ti , i = l,..., k, - 1 are maximal coherent 
subsets of S and 
(1) 6 Tj is coherent 
j=kl 
Proposition 1.2 also yields the following equations. 
(2) j M/rkl 1 = 3(+lfn 
(3) r,/r,+, is elementary abelian for 1 < i < k, - 1. 
If K < k, , Proposition 1.3 implies Tk = B, and 3”(k-2)/2 < ck,l(l) < 
jn(k-U/2. 
Since MQ/ri,, is a Frobenius group, the definition of Ti implies 
IMl IQ1 
C <“Cl)= Irk+,1 -lQl* 
&,lTj 
Thus, 
and 
c 5"(l)+ c 5"(l)= ';"'cl' -ISI 
Cd;:; T, CETk kfl 
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which implies 
(4) i=l W)[t.i(l) = 
2 %,.i(l) - 
’ M ’ [& - I] 
/ r?c I CR.l(l) I r?c+1 1 
for 1 < k < r. 
Moreover, Z(n/rjT,) = r,-,/I’, for k < k, . 
Recall <z,i = [,,i induced to G. Let ri be the extension of * from I(TJ to 
W, the character ring of G for i = 1 ,.. ., Y. I f  uLlc Tj is coherent for some 
k, < Y  - I, let 7 be the extension of * from I($=, Ti) to W and the 
T$ = 7 I,tr,j for i = k ,..., r. I f  T~([~,~) = Q,,X,,~ Sect&-i 31 of [2] implies 
X,,i E Yk for k = I ,..., Y, i = l,..., sic . So the X,,6 are all distinct. Let 
[X,,, , li,a] = u~,~ for k = I ,..., Y, i = l,..., Y  and let [X,,,I~Q] = 
ti,k i = I,..., q1 , k = I ,..., Y. Since the Ti are coherent, Frobenius Reciprocity 
yields 
Let B be the set of nonexceptional irreducible characters of G. If  0 E B, 
Let w E r, - r,,, where 1 < k < Y. Consideration of the regular 
character of factor groups of N and Eq. (4) imply the following three 
equations. 
Ifj < k < Y, 
(7) 
Ifr>j>k 
(9) 
i=l 5i,,o s&4 = 2 Li(l) - ’ lkif ’ p - l), 1 rj 15j.l(l) I rj+l I 
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Equations (5), (7) (8) (9) imply for w E r, - F,,, , 1 < k < r and 
1 <j<r 
(104 
where 
Xj*,(W) = $# /? + qt&(w) i = l)... sj , 
We note that /3 is the same for any w E rk - r,+, . 
Thus, if 1 <j<k- 1 and w1,w2EI;.--rk+r where k<r 
(lob) 
WY 
X,,i(Wl) = x&4 = gg Xj,l(Wl>, 
3,l 
qw,) = qw,) = an integer for 0 E B. 
We now state a Proposition which will be useful in the proof of Theorem 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.0 (Section 2 of [2]). Let II, v, z E N, the-n 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If x1 , x2 , x3 E M# = M - {l}, then 
(4 x19 = x2 for some g E G if and only ; f  x1 and x2 are conjugate in N. 
(b) If xx3 = xza = x2 = 1 and x1 , x2 are not conjugate in N, 
c 5%%=%p2m3 . 
Proof. (a) Suppose xi g=x,forgEG,MisaT.IsetandMnMg> 1; 
therefore g E N. 
(b) Suppose x$$ = x3 for g, , g, E G, then 
(493 = (xy = (xfx;)" = 1. 
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Proposition 0.1 implies that H = (x1 , 2 g1 xg2) is a 3 group. Therefore H C MQ3 
for some g, E G and xs E M n MQi which implies gi E N for i = 1,2. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. q = (3” - 1)/2. 
Proof. Fix x E rr#, and assume q # (3” - 1)/2. Thus, q < (3” - 1)/8 and 
we may choose an element y  E r,# such that y  is not conjugate to x or x-1. 
Since S is not coherent, Lemma 1.2 implies CD(M) = r,(M). Therefore, 
if u E M, ~3 E r,(M). Arguing inductively we see fi,(I’,) = r,. . 
Let wr = c,-lzy and wa = czz2/ where z E rY#, then Proposition 2.1 and 
Eqs. (5)-(10) imply 
(11) w1 - wy - c,-$1, - c,,,, 
= WMI +lk % X,,i(X)X,.i(X)X,*,(Y) - X~,~(X)X,~~(~)X,,i(Y) 
IMI (C i=l i 
= Sz-l, - ~,Z~ 
Equation (10a) implies that for any z E r r#, there is an integer 01 such that 
5,.io 
x,&4 = 5,,,(l) ct + %L*i(4 for i = I,... s, . 
Substituting this expression in Eq. (11) an using the orthogonality relations d 
and Eq. (8), we obtain for any z E r,# 
Suppose zr E r,# where .zr is not conjugate to y  or x-l and let cZlrY = wa . 
Let za be an element of r,# which is not conjugate to zr , x-l, or y  and let 
w3 - c*pl/~ Ifw3 z wz 7 XVJ(l)(W3 - 4 = XT>lU)(W3 - Wl - (7% - WI>> 
and Eq. (12) implies E, = 1 and 
(13) Xv,,(l) = dm I MI + 1) L,,(l). 
However, Xr,,(1)2 < 1 G 1 implies that Eq. (13) is impossible for m # 0. 
Therefore, w3 = w2 
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I f  z = yh, let w, = cyry . I f  wp # w1 Eq. (12) implies 
XT,lU) = 4~ I M I + 1) 5T.lU) 
which we have seen is impossible. Let C, ,..., C,,0 denote the conjugacy 
classes of elements of r,# where C, = CIN(x-l), C, = CIN( y), Ca = GIN(x), 
then 
q = ; stsv = 2s,,, + 2(tn - I)& . . 
i=l 
However q is odd. Thus, 1 r, 1 = 3” and q = (3” - 1)/2. 
Since q is odd and M is not abelian, q = (3n - 1)/2 implies n is odd and 
n 3 3. 
LEMMA 2.3. R,(M) > F,-, . 
Proof. Since S is noncoherent C&(M) C r, . We first show &(M) C r, . 
Suppose r,/I’a does not have exponent 3, and let R denote the image of H in 
M/r, where H C M. Maschke’s theorem implies there is a Q invariant 
complement i? to 7&(M) n pa. Therefore, r, = &(M)R. Let M* = M/R 
and let Mz* denote the derived group of M*. Thus M,* = &(M*) = 
Ql(M*). Since M* has class 2; f : x + x3 is a homomorphism of M* onto 
M,* and kerf = M,*. Therefore, 1 Mz* 1 = 3”. 
I f  H* is a subgroup of order 3 in M*, H* C M,*. Thus, M* has q sub- 
groups of order 3 and Q* = QR/R E Q acts transitively on the nonidentity 
subgroups of order 3. Hence, a theorem of Schult [IO] implies M* is abelian, 
a contradiction. 
An induction argument now implies Gr(r,-,) C r,,, = (1). 
The following proposition is an easy consequence of Proposition 2.1, 
Lemma 2.3, and Proposition 0.1. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let y E r,-, - r,. and x E r, - {l), then the following 
assertions are true. 
(a) xi, yj are not conjugate in G where i = 1,2, j = 1, 2. 
(b) Czivjvk = Sziyjyk , cz:ly,zk = s,~,j,n: where i < i, j, k < 2. 
(c) c,yy-’ = C,rz = c,,,-1 = cz-lyz = 0. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let y E r,-, - r, and x E r, - 111, then X,i(r) = v!,,~(Y) 
for i = I,..., s, and 
X,,i(X) = 01 + &A4 
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Proof. Since y E r,-, - rr and x E r,. - {I}, Eq. (10a) implies 
5,.io - x,&q = &I) B + %L.i(Y) and 1, a(l) - X,,i(X) = 5,.10 cf + %5r&) 
where LY, /3 are integers, 
Moreover, Eqs. (5)-(10) imply 0(x) = e(x) for 8 E B and Xk,i(x) = X&x) 
for k < Y - 1, i = I,..., sk . Hence Propositions 2.4, and 2.1 imply the 
following equations. 
0 = Cayo-l - 2&, + CQ-lyZ 
Since x E r,# and 1 N 1 is odd, we may use the orthogonality relations to 
simplify the previous equation and obtain 
Proposition 2.4 now implies /3 = 0 and the lemma is proved. 
For the remainder of this section fix x in I’,# and y E T,-, - r, where 
[y-l, Ml # {I). Let k = szvar = czyar, then k is also the number of con- 
jugates of x in N which lie in [y-l, M]. We now derive an expression for k. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. 
(14) 
k = q(m I M I + 1) X-d4 M 
I cN(Y)i I I &l*,(1) rr 
+ El H (XT,i(Y>XPAY) - X~*dYN). 
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Proof. Since x E r,# and y  E r,-, - r, , Eqs. (5)-(10) Propositions 2.1 
and 2.4 imply 
_ q(m I M I + 1) Xr-,,1(4 “-’ 
I CdY) I i ( 2 xv-l,i(Y)x,_,,i(Y) - x-l.i(Y?,) -LJU) i=l 
Recalling that X,-l,i(y) = 5,-l,i(1)/5,-l,l(l)B + dk,i(y) where B is 
an integer and employing Eqs. (8)-( 10) we can simplify the expression above 
to obtain k as stated in the proposition. 
An examination of X,-,,,(x) for x E F,. - (1) will finally show that m must 
be zero. By Eq. (lOa), we know JL,,(l) = -L&) + +,T-l I M l/5,.1(1). 
In the next few lemmas we use Proposition 2.6 to obtain another expression 
for X,.-,,,(x). To use Proposition 2.6 effectively, we must determine 
We consider the following two cases: 
(a) Tk U Tk+, is not coherent for k < r - 1. 
(b) T,c u T,c+, is coherent for some k < Y - 1. 
Case (a). Since TTW1 u T, is not coherent, Proposition 1.2, and Eqs. 
(2)-(10) imply the following: 
(i) 1 M 1 = 3’“. 
(k--2)n 
(ii) For k = l,..., r, fi = 3”, 3 2 
(k-l)n 
< &r(l) < 3 2 
LEMMA 2.7. In Case (a), C,(y) = r2 where y  is the fixed element in 
r,-, - r, . 
Proof. We will assume / C,(y)1 = 3(r-1)n+d where d 3 1 and derive 
a contradiction. Since Z(M) = r, , d < n. 
I r,-, I/I r, 1 = 3” so there are two conjugacy classes in N/r, of elements 
in r,-,/r, - r,jr, which we may denote {yr,} and {y-lr,}. There are 
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2(Z + 1) conjugacy classes in N of elements in Tr-, - r, . Each conjugacy 
class contains 3(~-9 elements and E $ 1 = 3”. 
For i = l,..., Z+ 1 let Ci = CIN(y%ui) and Ci+l+l = Cl,v((y;l)fi w-r) 
denote the conjugacy classes of I’-, - r,. in N where ti EQ, wi E r, and 
t, = wr = 1. Since x E r,*, chry = shrv if h E r,-, - r, by Proposition 2.1 
and Lemma 2.3 and k = cVry = slz. . Since [y-l, M] C rr , {[y-l, m] 1 m E M} 
is a group of order 3”ed and k = (3+& - 1)/2. As 1 N/r, / is odd, ~r+r+~,~,~ = 0 
for i = l,..., 1 + 1. For i = 2,..., I + 1, let ki = cizy = sizv . Equations 
(5)-(lo), Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 imply 
ki = ki - 0 = ki - Cge?, 
q(m I M I + 1) -Ldx> ‘r-l - 
/ cN(Y>i 1 (C x,-l,,(Y)x,-l,i(Ytiwi) - xF-lAY)) X,-1,1(1) j=l 
+ zl w  [xr,~(Y)X~,j(Ytiwi) - x;4_I,i(Y)l 1. 
T.3 
Since [r-l,j has r, in its kernel forj = l,..., s,-~ ; XT--l,j(yt~~J = X,-I,j(y) 
by Eq. (5). By Lemma 2.5 X,,j(x) = lr,j(l>/lr,l(l)a + E&,&V) where 0~ 
is an integer and Xv,j(yt”Wi) = Ercr,j(ytcWi). Using these substitutions, 
Eqs. @-(IO) applied to case (a), and the orthogonality relations applied to 
factor groups of N; we can rewrite the previous expression for k, as follows: 
Suppose I+ 1 > i >, 3, the previous equation implies 
(4 - kdXr,l(l) = 4m3m + l>L,~(l)(ki - kz). 
Since X:,,(l) < ] G 1, ki = k, . i = 3 ,..., 2 + 1. Since q = CFEF’ siru , 
q = k, + Zk, . However, 1 = 3d - 1 and k, = (3+-d - 1)/2so k,(3d - 1) = 
3+d(3d - 1)/2. Since k, is an integer, d = 0. 
LEMMA 2.8. In case (a), 
XT-&) = (m:l;$s;y 1) where x E r,#. 
PYOO~. Let y be the fixed element in r,-, - r, . Lemmas 2.7 and 2.5 
imply Xrsi(y) = 0 for i = l,..., s, , and [y-l, M] = r,. . However, k is the 
number of conjugates of x lying in [y-l, M]; thus, k = q and Proposition 2.6 
implies the result. 
481/25/z-2 
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Proof of Theorem 1. We first consider Case (a). 
Since we are in Case (a), Y > 3. Let w E r,-, - F,._, . Equation (lOa) 
yields the following equations: 
X,-,,,(w) = pg y + E,Jrm2,d(W) i = l,...) STm2, 
7 201 
xT-,*i(w) = M /3 + l ,-lL-l,i(W) i = l,..., STdl, 
where y, /3, 6 are integers and 
(15) 
3(“-lh 
X,-,,,(x) = p + g$) fl + rr, P2 + %-lL-l.lv)7 
where x E r,# and 
PI = ~e-2,2 - 5:-1.2. XT-Ll]. 
[ * 
P2 = 
[ 
p$) 5L.2 - tF.2 3 z-1,1]. 
T 1.1 
Moreover, Xk,j(w) for k < r - 3, j = I ,..., sk and 0 E B are integers. 
Since M is a TI set and 1 N / is odd, w is not conjugate to w-l in IV or G. 
Therefore, the orthogonality relations imply 
i 2 &(w) = -3+31nq 
k=T-2 i-1 
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Since we are in Case (a), Eqs. (7)-(10) and (*) allow us to rewrite the 
previous inequality as follows 
[ 
rzIc1, 
G-2 II+ 823” 82 - 32n 2q + 1 3” -__ 
2 L,Al) + gJ1) (4 = 7- 
Hence, (16) I B I < L-4)/2. 
Since &.-,.r(l) < 3(r-aW2 and <r,,(l) < 3+-I)p2/2 Eq. (15) implies 
X,-,,,(x) = /3(mod I$-r,,(l)). Lemma 2.8 and Eq. (16) imply 
XT--1.1(4 = P or X7d~> > $ L-*.,u 1. 
Suppose XV-, ,&) = 8. Equation (15) implies 
(17) %-LL(l) = - ( yIy;) Pl + 
3w-1)” 
‘L,lU) p2 * 1 
Therefore, p1 # 0 and c,-,,,(l) = 3(r-2)n/2. Since 12 is odd, 
5, 1(1) < 3(r-I)n-1/2. Thus 
r is even and 
(18) 
(r-lb-1 
6,14 t PI = -3 
“+‘3 2 
2 
I 5,.1(l) p2 * 1 
Using the notation of Theorem 12.1 of [3] 
where A, < I( T;-a) and 
Theorem 12.1, Eq. (4) and <,-1,,(1) = 3(‘-2)“/2 implies 2~~~ + 2~~-,p~ ,< q. 
Hence ( p1 ( < 3”i2. Thus, p1 = -+-lq + s3R+Z/2 where s is an integer, 
let pl* = ~~~~~~ = -q + ~*3~+l/~ where s* = E+~s. Since s* is an integer, 
n > 2 and / pl* 1 < 3nJa, s* = 3+1j2 - l/2 or s* = 3+r12 + l/2. Both 
values of s* yield a value of p1 which contradicts Theorem 12.1 of [3]. Thus 
JL,&> > NW %~-1*1w. 
Since T,-, is coherent, Lemma 2.8 implies for 
i= 1 ,,*-t ST-1 , 
lb I MI + 1) 
xr-IA(l) > zq 
g _ -(1) 
7 1.2 * 
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as r > 2. Thus 4 / M / (m 1 M / + 1) > (m 1 M / + 1)2 and m = 0. 
We now consider Case (b), i.e. TIcI u Tkl+, coherent for some R, < r - 1. 
Therefore, TV-, u T, is coherent. 
Let y  be the fixed element in r,-, - r, and let x E r,#. Since T,-, U T, 
is coherent 
Therefore, Lemma 2.5 implies X,,,(y) = c,[,,,(y) and X,,,(X) = •~[~,~(x). 
Moreover, coherence of T,-, U T, implies 
(19) X,-l ,1(x) = &1.1(4 = &l Al 1. 
Returning to Proposition 2.6, in Case (b), we obtain 
K= dmIW+l) 
I CdY)l -Ll,lU) 1 
dr-1.1(l) fi 
Using K = s,,, , Szr,-l = 0, / N / odd, and the orthogonality relations for 
factor groups of N we may rewrite the previous equation as 
k = dm I M I + 1) dr-d1) 
1 
I C,(Y) IF 
I Civ(Y)l X-1*1(1) 
. 
4 1 
Thus X,-,,,(l) > (m I M 1 + 1)q which we have seen is impossible unless 
m = 0, and the theorem is proved. 
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